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Gluon mediated exclusive hadronic decays of b quarks are studied within the standard model ~SM! and the
constrained minimally supersymmetric standard model ~MSSM!. For all allowed regions of the MSSM param-
eter space (A , tan b ,m0 ,m1/2) the penguin magnetic dipole form factor F2R is dominant over the electric
monopole and can be larger than the magnetic dipole form factor of the SM. However, overall the SM electric
monopole decay amplitude F1
L dominates the decay rate. The MSSM penguin contributions to the free quark
decay rate approach the 10% level for those regions of parameter space close to the highest allowed values of
tan b (;55) for which the gluino is light (mg˜'360 GeV) and lies within the range of the six d˜ squark
masses. In these regions the supersymmetric box amplitudes are negligible. The MSSM phases change very
little over the allowed parameter space and can lead to significant interference with the SM amplitudes.
@S0556-2821~98!00919-9#
PACS number~s!: 12.15.Ji, 12.60.Jv, 13.25.HwI. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry ~SUSY! is a highly favored candidate
theory for new physics beyond the standard model ~SM!. Of
particular interest are the flavor changing neutral current
transitions involving the quark-squark-gluino vertex and the
non-removable CP-violating phases which arise as the
renormalization group equations ~RGE! scale the physics
down from the unification scale M U;1016 GeV to the elec-
troweak scale. These effects of SUSY have implications for
rare B decays and mixings @1–3# and for other observables
such as quark electric dipole moments @4,5#.
Measurements of rare flavor-changing B decays provide
opportunities for the discovery of indirect effects of SUSY
@6,7# as the measured observables involve SM and SUSY
processes occurring at the same order of perturbation theory.
In contrast with the situation for B0-B¯ 0 mixing where new
physics is expected to change the magnitude of the CP
asymmetries but not the patterns of asymmetries predicted
by the SM @8#, the effects of new physics in decay ampli-
tudes depends on the specific processes and decay channel
under consideration and, although small, may be detectable
by comparing measurements that within the SM should yield
the same quantity.
The b!s transition provides an opportunity to study CP
violation from non-standard phases @9# and there is signifi-
cant current interest in the b!sg penguin decay for which it
has been argued @10# that enhancement for on-shell gluons is
needed from non-SM physics to explain the CLEO measure-
ment @11# of a large branching ratio for B!h81Xs and the
h8-g-g gluon anomaly.
For the gluon-mediated exclusive hadronic decays studied
here the effects of SUSY are expected to be small and diffi-0556-2821/98/58~7!/073006~10!/$15.00 58 0730cult to disentangle from the SM effects because of the large
uncertainties associated with the SM predictions. The SM
calculations involve @6# the computation of the quark level
decays b!qq8q¯ 8, the calculation of the Wilson coefficients
@12# to incorporate QCD corrections as the physics is renor-
malized down from the electroweak scale to the scale mb
and, finally, the calculation of hadronic matrix elements for
the hadronization of the final-state quarks into particular final
states, typically evaluated using the factorization assumption.
As this last stage can introduce such large uncertainties that
predicted SM rates for exclusive hadronic penguin decays
can be in error by a factor of 2 to 3, we will restrict the
present study to the weak scale quark level processes where
any differences between SM and SUSY physics are more
apparent.
The most predictive of the SUSY models is the ~con-
strained! minimally supersymmetric standard model
~MSSM! @13,5# based on spontaneously broken N51 super-
gravity with flat Ka¨hler metrics @14#, universal explicit soft-
SUSY breaking terms at the scale M MSSM;M U and sponta-
neous breaking of the SU(2) ^ U(1) symmetry driven by
radiative corrections. Such models contain two CP-violating
phases dA ,B
MSSM from the soft-SUSY breaking terms in addition
to the usual phase dCKM of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
~CKM! mixing matrix. With the usual assumption that these
SUSY phases vanish identically at the unification scale be-
cause of CP conservation in the SUSY breaking sector, it is
claimed @15,6,2,3# that the MSSM predictions for B0-B¯ 0
mixing and penguin decays such as b!qq8q¯ 8 are very simi-
lar to those of the SM and that non-minimal SUSY models
are needed to obtain any significant non-SM effects. An
early study @16# concluded that superpenguin diagrams are
small compared to ordinary penguin diagrams unless the© 1998 The American Physical Society06-1
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cently Grossman and Worah @8# have found that the gluonic
penguin amplitudes for b!sqq¯ and b!dqq¯ in the effective
SUSY model of Cohen et al. @17# can be up to twice as large
as the SM gluonic penguin diagrams and with an unknown
phase.
In this paper we revisit the question of MSSM predictions
for the penguin mediated decays b!qq8q¯ 8. In doing so we
review in some detail the SM predictions with particular ref-
erence to the relative contributions of the internal u , c and t
quarks to the gluon penguin diagram @18#, the relative mag-
nitudes of the various form factors and the role of the strong
and weak phases @19,20#. We find, for example, that the CP
violating phases for the b!dg and b!sg electric form fac-
tors, which dominate the decay amplitude, have no simple
relationship with any angle of the unitarity triangle. For the
MSSM we explore the allowed regions of the parameter
space to locate those regions which give the largest modifi-
cations to the SM results. In contrast to the SM, we always
find the magnetic amplitude to dominate the electric ampli-
tude. Also, there are large regions of the MSSM parameter
space for which the magnetic amplitude is greater than that
of the SM. The search for SUSY would be greatly aided if
the magnetic amplitudes could be experimentally isolated.
Conservation of the gluonic current requires the b!qg













Here F1 and F2 are the electric ~monopole! and magnetic
~dipole! form factors, q5pb2pq is the gluon momentum,
PL(R)[(17g5)/2 are the chirality projection operators and
Ta(a51, . . . ,8) are the SU(3)c generators normalized to
Tr(TaTb)5 12 dab.





v¯ b~pb!TaV¯ m~q2!vq~pq! ~3!
where V¯ m has the form ~2! with the form factors F1,2
L ,R(q2)
replaced by F¯ 1,2
L ,R(q2) where the relationship between the F
and F¯ form factors will be discussed later.
To lowest order in as the penguin amplitude for the decay
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~7!




R*1c .c . !
23mbpqq~F1LF2R*1F1RF2L*1c .c . !







R*1c .c . ! ~8!
with 4mq8
2 <q2<(mb2mq)2.





@v¯ q~pq!Tagˆ¯ mvb~pb!#u¯ q8@~pq8!g
mTavq¯ 8~pq¯ 8!#
~9!
where gˆ¯ m is obtained from Eq. ~5! by the replacement of all
F(q2) form factors by F¯ (q2) form factors. The decay rate
dG¯ Peng/dq2 is given by Eqs. ~6!–~8! with the same replace-
ments.











2S dGdq2 6 dG¯dq2D . ~11!6-2
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MODEL
Although the expressions for the SM form factors are
known, we believe it is useful to present a brief outline of
their derivation, both in order to clarify their regimes of va-
lidity and to aid our later generalization to include the effects
of SUSY.
For the SM the contributions to the b!qg vertex Gma










bq[(g22/8M W2 )Kiq* Kib and K is the CKM matrix. For
the b¯!q¯g vertex V¯ m , the CKM matrix elements are re-
placed by their complex conjugates.
After putting the external b and q(5d ,s) quarks on mass
shell, Vm














































28y110xy12 !#/Y i~x ,y ! ~19!

























1xi~2x223x13xy11 !#/Y i~x ,y !. ~21!
In the above





































@213x26x21x316x ln x# .
~26!
For small xi , f 2(xi)'2 12 xi whereas f 1(xi)'2 23 ln xi .
For b!qg , (q2)max5(mb2mq)2'20 GeV2 and the as-
sumption q2!mi
2 which would justify the replacement of the
form factors with their values at q250 is invalid for F1(q2)
for the u and c quarks. This observation has also been made
in @9,18#. For these light quarks we can evaluate F1
L(q2) by
neglecting mq
2 compared to mb
2 in Eq. ~14! and xi in the








14y~y21 !#/Y i~x ,y !. ~27!
This integral is dominated by the logarithmic singularity near
x50 so we can set x50 everywhere except in the leading
term of the denominator to give6-3





































, g(z) becomes imaginary due to the genera-
tion of a strong phase at the uu¯ and cc¯ thresholds @19,20#.
Our result for f 1(xi ,q2) is equivalent to that obtained by
Ge´rard and Hou @20#. For the u quark, zi is large and we use





3F lnS q2M W2 D 2ipG . ~31!
We will be concerned with the b!dq8q¯ 8 and b
!sq8q¯ 8 transitions. Although the form factors F1 and
(1/mb)F2 contribute to the decay amplitudes ~4! and ~9! with
different kinematic factors, we find that globally over all
phase spaces ~but with q2>1 GeV2) the kinematic factors
are approximately of equal weight which makes it useful to






. For the b!dq8q¯ 8 amplitude we find
that F1
L is dominant (1/mbuF2Ru& 130 uF1Lu).
The individual contributions uKid* Kib f 1(xi ,q2)u,
(i5u ,c ,t), to F1L are shown in Fig. 2. These magnitudes are
FIG. 2. Contributions to SM F1
L(q2) for b!d1g from u ~solid
line!, c ~dashed line! and t ~dotted line! quarks.07300the same for the b¯!d¯1g transition. The c quark is the
largest contributor. The weak phase from the CKM matrix is
very small but this contribution carries a strong phase for
q2.4mc
2
. This strong phase is the same for the b¯!d¯1g
transition. The u quark contribution has a weak CP-violating
phase e2id13'e2ig ~Particle Data Group notation! and also a
strong phase that is common to the b¯!d¯1g transition. The
t quark contribution is negligible.
These individual amplitudes add to make F1
L and, because
u and c make significant contributions, the phase of F1
L dif-
fers for the b!d1g and b¯!d¯1g transitions. The phase
difference, which can be called the net CP-violating phase,
is not negligible but has no simple relationship with any
particular angle of the unitary triangle. With d135p/2 and
s1350.0035, we show this phase in Fig. 3.
Because of the presence of both strong and weak phases
the magnitudes of F1
L are also different for the b and b¯ de-
cays. Processes like b!dss¯ and b¯!d¯ ss¯ are expected to be
penguin dominated and F1
L dominates all the other form fac-
tors. The decay rates dG/dq2 calculated from Eq. ~6! are
shown in Fig. 4. The cc¯ threshold cusp is clearly exhibited
and CP violation is manifest. The difference of the decay
rates can easily be shown to be proportional to the Jarlskog
factor @25# I@KubKud* KcdKcb* #5c12c132 c23s12s13s23sin d13 .
Since this factor basically controls the magnitude of the
asymmetry, the modification with different choices of s13
and d13 ~the least known elements of the CKM matrix! can
be assessed. The asymmetry is large because the sum of the
decay rates is also small.






L and the F1
L amplitude to be dominant. The
individual contributions from u , c and t are shown in Fig. 5.
The c quark contribution in this case greatly outweighs that
of the u and t quarks and since its contribution is so large
and has almost zero weak phase, the weak phase on F1
L is
FIG. 3. Phase of SM F1
L(q2) for b!d1g ~solid line! and b¯
!d¯1g ~dashed line! for a CKM phase of p/2. The dotted line
shows the CP-violating phase difference.6-4
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to be penguin dominated and these lowest order calculations
give the decay rates shown in Fig. 6.
III. THE GLUINO PENGUIN DIAGRAM IN THE MSSM
In the MSSM there are contributions to Gm
a from the two
gluino exchange diagrams I and II ~Fig. 7! corresponding to
the gluon line attached respectively to the gluino and d˜
squark lines. The MSSM penguin amplitudes have the form
FIG. 4. Differential SM decay rates for b!dss¯ ~solid line! and
b¯!d¯ ss¯ ~dashed line!. The corresponding results for the combined
effects of the SM and MSSM are given by the dotted and dot-
dashed lines respectively.
FIG. 5. Contributions to SM F1L(q2) for b!s1g from u ~solid
line!, c ~dashed line! and t ~dotted line! quarks. The contribution






where (A ,B) are chirality indices, C2(G)53 and C2(R)
5(aTaTa54/3 are SU(3) Casimir invariants and j











describes the rotation from the down-diagonal interaction
states to the d˜ mass eigenstates at the d-d˜ -g˜ vertices. The
matrices Vd˜L and Vd˜R are obtained from the (636) matrix
Vd˜5(Vd˜L ,Vd˜R)T which diagonalizes the d˜ mass 2 matrix
FIG. 6. Differential SM decay rates for b!sdd¯ ~solid line! and
b¯!s¯dd¯ ~dashed line!. The corresponding results for the combined
effects of the SM and MSSM are given by the dotted and dot-
dashed lines respectively.
FIG. 7. MSSM gluino penguin diagrams.6-5
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Placing the external quarks on mass shell converts07300VAB
MSSM(q2) into the same general form ~13! as for VSM(q2)
so that the MSSM form factors can also be obtained from
Eqs. ~14!–~16!.
For the LL MSSM penguin diagram we find, after ne-
































dyH C2~G ! xyZ j~x ,y !
1@2C2~G !12C2~R !#
xy










dy H C2~G ! x21x~y21 !Z j~x ,y !
1@2C2~G !12C2~R !#
x21x~y21 !
Z j8~x ,y !
~38!
where
Z j~x ,y !512x1x˜ j1q2@xy1y~y21 !#/mg˜
2
, ~39!
Z j8~x ,y !5x1x˜ j~12x !1q2@xy1y~y21 !#/mg˜
2
~40!






we can set q250 in Eq. ~39! and Eq. ~40! to
get the LL penguin contributions
F1
L~0 !5(j LLL j






























@213x26x21x316x ln x# . ~47!












3H C2~G ! x12y21Z j~x ,y ! 1@2C2~G !
12C2~R !#
x12y21
Z j8~x ,y !
J ~48!
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dyH C2~G ! x21Z j~x ,y !
1@2C2~G !12C2~R !#
x












L~0 !5mg˜(j LLR j





@12x1x ln x# . ~54!
The RR and RL penguin diagrams are obtained from the
above by the replacements LLL j!LRR j and LLR j!LRL j
respectively together with (2mqaMSSM)$(mbbMSSM) and
F (1,2)
L $F (1,2)R .
The total q250 MSSM form factors are therefore
F1
L~0 !5(j LLL j
bq @C2~G !A~x˜ j!1C2~R !B~x˜ j!# , ~55!
F1
R~0 !5(j LRR j
bq @C2~G !A~x˜ j!1C2~R !B~x˜ j!# , ~56!
F2
L~0 !5(j $@mqLLL j
bq 1mbLRR j
bq #@C2~G !C~x˜ j!
2C2~R !D~x˜ j!#1mg˜LLR j
bq @C2~G !E~x˜ j!
24C2~R !C~x˜ j!#%, ~57!
F2
R~0 !5(j $@mbLLL j
bq 1mqLRR j
bq #@C2~G !C~x˜ j!
2C2~R !D~x˜ j!#1mg˜LRL j
bq @C2~G !E~x˜ j!
24C2~R !C~x˜ j!#%. ~58!
The results for the F2
(L ,R)(0) MSSM form factors agree with
those of @26#. However for the F1
(L ,R)(0) form factors,
whereas our C2(R) term is the same as that of @26# and @1#,
the A(x) function occurring in the C2(G) term differs from07300that of @26# by 2(12x)22ln x and bears little resemblance
to the F(x) function of @1#. Note though that our result for
C2(G)A(x)1C2(R)B(x) is the same as the function PF
2 19 PB given in @27#.
The MSSM calculations are described in @5#. Two-loop
MSSM RGEs were used for the gauge and Yukawa cou-
plings and one-loop MSSM RGEs for the other SUSY pa-
rameters. Full flavor dependence was included in the run-
ning, with one-loop QCD and stop and gluino corrections to
the physical top mass from @28#. The unification scale
boundary conditions were a universal scalar mass m0 , uni-
versal gaugino mass m1/2 and a universal soft SUSY-
breaking trilinear scalar coupling A . After minimization at
the scale mt of the full one-loop Higgs effective potential,
which included all contributions from the matter and gauge
sectors, we are left with a four-dimensional parameter space
$m0 ,m1/2 ,A , tan b%, where tan b[v2 /v1 is the ratio of the
vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields, together
with the sign of the coupling m between the two Higgs fields.
The physical Higgs masses were determined using the ap-
proximation to the RG-improved Higgs masses described in
@29#. Mass eigenvalues and diagonalization matrices for the
d squarks were generated for a selection of data sets in the
parameter space 150<m0<1150; 150<m1/2<1150; 150
<uAu<1150 ~units of GeV! and 2<tan b<48 which satis-
fied current experimental constraints ~see @30#!, and yielded a
neutralino as the lightest supersymmetric particle. We also
imposed the condition that the standard model like minimum
be the global one as has become customary @31#. However it
should be noted that, as pointed out in @32#, this traditional
condition is not sufficient to avoid cosmological problems.
For this one should employ the slightly more restrictive con-
dition in @32#.
The allowed values of A become more restricted by un-
physical ~charge and color breaking! minima as tan b in-
creases from its fixed point value of tan b'1.5 @32#. The
avoidance of unphysical minima gives a bound of m0 /m1/2
*1 at the low fixed point which drops away to about 0.4 at
intermediate values of tan b . However the minimum bound
on m0 /m1/2 is for A;m0 and it increases quadratically in A
away from this value @32#, so that effectively 0.5,A
,1.5m0 at intermediate tan b values. Data sets for negative
A were therefore more restricted in this region regardless of
the sign of m , with all but those near m0 producing color
breaking minima. Near the high tan b fixed point, where the
bottom Yukawa coupling is large, the analysis of @32# is no
longer valid and the parameter space becomes once again
less restricted here. Negative and quite large values of A are
allowed ~and even favored! over positive ones in this region.
Finally we should add that additional and probably very
restrictive constraints on m0 especially at low tan b come
from the need to avoid neutralino dark matter overclosing the
universe. This was examined recently in @33,34#. However,
in order to avoid excluding large regions of parameter space
prematurely, this has not been included in the present analy-
sis. Further constraints come from b!sg ~see Ref. @34# and
references therein!. These processes depend predominantly
on the charged Higgs bosons and charginos @when the soft6-7
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scale# and hence on the value of m . The resulting constraints
can be quite restrictive when tan b is large, with m,0 being
virtually excluded @34,35#.





Ru for all regions of the allowed parameter
space apart from the narrow region tan b52, m1/25150 and
m0*1000 where uF1
Lu is slightly smaller than uF2
Ru. Outside
this region the ratio uF2
Ru/uF1
Lu exceeds unity and increases
strongly with tan b . For tan b52, the ratio ranges from '2
for m1/25250 and m0*1000 to '9 for low (m0 ,m1/2)
5(150,250). For higher tan b , uF2Ru becomes more domi-
nant, the ratio increasing to 24–28 for tan b510 and 200–
225 for tan b548. The relative sizes of the form factors are
due to both the mixing coefficients LAB j
bq ~33! and the func-
tions A , B , C , D and E of the variable x˜ j[md˜ j
2 /mg˜
2
. If the j
dependence of x˜ j is neglected, the quantities LAB
bq
[u( jLAB j




bq and this accounts
in the main for the relative sizes of the form factors. The
large values of the form factors at high tan b are due to an
interplay of two factors: ~i! the light gluino mass (mg˜
'360 GeV) associated with m1/25150 and ~ii! a gluino
mass lying within the range of d˜ masses such that the vari-
able x˜ j is close to unity for several values of j .
The result that F2
R is the largest MSSM form factor indi-
cates that, in contrast to the SM, the magnetic dipole transi-
tion dominates the b decay process in the MSSM. To com-
pare with the SM, we note that the ratio of the largest MSSM
and SM form factors is uF2
R(MSSM)u/uF1L(SM)(q250)u
<0.4 GeV.
The phases of the MSSM form factors change very little
over the allowed parameter space. The phases of F1
L and
F2
(L ,R) are independent of the sign of A and, for m,0, are
approximately equal at '22.8 for b!d and '20.016 for
b!s . For m.0 the phases of F2(L ,R) are shifted by p . The
phase of F1
R varies a little with m0 and m1/2 and depends on
the sign of A , being approximately that of F1
L for A.0 and
shifted by p from that of F1
L for A,0. These MSSM phases
for m,0 are comparable to the corresponding SM phases so
that the magnitude of the phase difference between the domi-
nant MSSM form factor F2
R and that of the SM form factor
F1
L(q250) is '0.4 for b!d and '0.01 for b!s for m
,0 and '2.7 and '3.1 for m.0. Hence, after allowance
for the negative sign in Eq. ~33!, we conclude that the super-
penguin diagrams and ordinary penguin diagrams have the
same sign for m.0 and opposite sign for m,0.
IV. SUSY EFFECTS IN bqq8q¯ 8
One albeit crude measure of the effects of SUSY in the
decays b!qq8q¯ 8 is the relative size of the integrated decay
rates for the MSSM, taken in isolation, and for the SM. In
computing these decay rates from Eq. ~6! we impose the low
q2 cutoff q2>1 GeV to avoid non-perturbative long dis-
tance effects.
The largest effects of SUSY on the decay rates occur for07300high tan b and low (m0 ,m1/2). For tan b548 and A
52300 the ratio GPeng(MSSM)/GPeng(SM) has a maximum
value at (m0 ,m1/2)5(275,150) of '0.10(b!d) and
'0.085(b!s) for m.0 and '0.09(b!d) and '0.08(b
!s) for m,0. The ratio exceeds 1022 at tan b548 for
(m0 ,m1/2) ranging from (225,150) to (275,225). However,
for lower tan b this ratio has a much smaller maximum
value; for tan b510 it is 131024 at (m0 ,m1/2)
5(275,225) and 331024 at (550,150) for tan b52. The
ratio decreases rapidly for large values of m1/2 due mainly to
the increase of the gluino mass in Eq. ~33! from '360 at
m1/25150 to '1875 at m1/25850. These findings for low
and medium tan b differ from the earlier estimates @1# that
the SUSY and SM contributions to G(b!sq8q¯ 8) were of
comparable size. However, these early estimates were based
on the assumption that b!sq8q¯ 8 could be described solely
by the LL penguin form factors F1
(L ,R)(0) and our study
shows F2
R to be the dominant form factor.
In SUSY there is also a contribution to b!qq8q¯ 8 from






























J15 76 g~x˜ j ,y˜ i!2 23 f ~x˜ j ,y˜ i!, ~61!
J252 13 g~x˜ j ,y˜ i!1 73 f ~x˜ j ,y˜ i!, ~62!
J35 29 g~x˜ j ,y˜ i!1 49 f ~x˜ j ,y˜ i!. ~63!
FIG. 8. MSSM box contributions to b!qq8q¯ 8.6-8
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2 /mg˜
2
, the squark q˜ is u˜ for q85u and d˜ for
q85d and the box functions are @23#
g~x ,y !5
1
x2yF 1y21 1S xx21 D
2
ln x2~x!y !G ~64!
f ~x ,y !5 1y2xF 1y21 1 x~x21 !2 ln x2~x!y !G . ~65!
For the allowed regions of parameter space the
box amplitudes satisfy uJLR
2 u.3(uJLL1 u,uJLL3 u,uJLR3 u)
@(uJRL2 u,uJRR1 u,uJRL3 u,uJRR3 u) apart from in the region tan b
52, m1/25150 and m0.650 where uJLL1 u becomes slightly
larger than uJLR
2 u. The four largest box amplitudes are gen-
erally of the same order as the MSSM penguin amplitudes
(F1L ,F2(L ,R)); the remaining four are negligible, being smaller
by a factor of at least 105 and comparable to the MSSM
penguin diagram F1
R
. For the regions where GMSSM/GSM
*1023, the ratio of the largest MSSM box and penguin
amplitudes uJLR
2 u/uF2
Ru is small, varying from only 831023
for the parameters tan b548, (m0 ,m1/2)5(275,150) which
produce the maximum SUSY effects to a maximum of 0.01.
The ratio does increase to '0.4 for low tan b(52), low
m1/2(5150) and high m0.1000 but in these regions the
SUSY effects are negligible. Hence, for the MSSM data sets
for which the SUSY penguin effects are largest, the SUSY
box amplitudes can be neglected in calculating the decay
rates.
The differential decay rates dGPeng/dq2 ~6! for the SM
and for the combined effects of the SM and the MSSM for
the MSSM data set A52300, m.0, tan b
548, (m0 ,m1/2)5(275,150) which maximizes the SUSY
effects show ~see Figs. 4 and 6! the SUSY enhancement of
the decay rates to be significant for most of the range of q2
values. The partial rate CP asymmetries ACP(q2), defined
in Eq. ~10!, reveal the presence of SUSY for q2&4mc
2
. For
these values of q2 the SM CP asymmetries of '25% for
b!d and '1.5% for b!s are reduced to '20% and
'1.2% respectively when the MSSM contributions are in-
cluded.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated, from first principles, both the SM
and MSSM penguin diagrams that contribute to the decays of
the b and b¯ quarks. For the MSSM in particular there are
discrepancies to be found in the literature @26,1# as to the
correct formulas for the F1
(L ,R) form factors. Our results for
these form factors differ slightly from those of @26# but our
other results agree with @26#.
Because of the presence of strong phases in the contribu-
tions to the SM penguin amplitudes from u and c quarks we07300find that the decay rates for b!dq8q¯ 8 are significantly dif-
ferent to the rate b¯!d¯q8q¯ 8 even for quarks in isolation ~see
Fig. 4!.
The SUSY enhancement of the gluon-mediated exclusive
hadronic b decays within the constrained MSSM model can
be at the several percent level in certain regions of the
(A , tan b ,m0 ,m1/2) parameter space. In these regions the
SUSY penguin processes dominate the SUSY box processes
with the consequence that the b decays in the MSSM are
driven by the magnetic dipole transition rather than the elec-
tric monopole transition of the SM.
SUSY also introduces penguin processes for b!qg me-
diated by charged Higgs bosons, chargino and neutralino ex-
changes @2#. However, the gluino penguin amplitude is en-
hanced relative to that for these processes by both the factor
as /aW and the additional g˜ -g˜ -g coupling with its large color
factor C2(G)53 and has been found @2# to be dominant
even for much of the low tan b parameter space. Hence the
contribution of the charged Higgs boson, chargino and neu-
tralino penguin processes to the decay rate and CP asymme-
try should not modify significantly the present results.
QCD corrections arising from renormalization of the
present short distance results down from the electroweak
scale to the scale mb are not likely to alter the finding that the
magnetic amplitude is dominant in the MSSM as the QCD
induced mixing effects @12,36# produce an enhancement of
the magnetic dipole operators in the DB51 effective Hamil-
tonian relative to the current-current penguin operators asso-
ciated with the electric monopole amplitude. Furthermore,
Ge´rard and Hou @20# have noted that the result ~29! for the
SM form factor F1
L(q2) already contains the dominant part of
the QCD corrections for the current-current penguin opera-
tors and, therefore, that the main effects of QCD corrections
will be the renormalization of the strong coupling constant
from as(M W) to as(mb). This would have the effect of in-
creasing the penguin decay rates of the SM by the factor h
[as(mb)/as(M W)'1.84 and also increasing the MSSM
penguin amplitudes relative to those of the SM.
Detection of new physics in the hadronic decay ampli-
tudes of the b quark through a study of deviations from the
predictions of the SM in the patterns of CP violation in Bd
decays is complicated, on the one hand by the interplay be-
tween the cumulative effects in the SM of the q2-dependent
strong phases in F1
L and the weak CKM phases from the
contributing u , c and t quarks and, on the other hand, by
MSSM phases comparable in magnitude to the SM weak
phases and which can give constructive or destructive inter-
ference depending upon the details of the soft SUSY-
breaking mechanism.
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